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Many rapid prototyping technologies, originally developed for mechanical engineering, have been adapted to scaffold fabrication and manufacturing of tissue engineering constructs. The method of 3D plotting– layer by layer deposition of pasty
biomaterials to create 3D objects of pre-defined inner and outer morphology – offers
a variety of options for creating complex structures, composed of more than one
(bio)material. Due to the mild manufacturing conditions also delicate components
like biopolymers, growth factors and even live cells can be included in the 3D plotting process. In addition, this technique easily can be performed under sterile conditions because the necessary instrumentation is small compared to e.g. 3D powder
printers or machines for selective laser sintering. This paper gives an overview of some
recent developments in the field of 3D plotting, especially concerning manufacturing of calcium phosphate cement (CPC) scaffolds under mild conditions, combination of CPC and biopolymers within one object and direct plotting of blood capillarylike hollow strands. Finally, also the inclusion of living cells in the 3D plotting process
will be discussed.
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